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Abstract

Flat frames are an important calibration image necessary to correct CCD images.
In this report we describe how we acquire these images automatically by 
pointing the robotic telescope APT2 to the twilight sky.

Introduction
Astronomy was revolutionized by the invention of the Charge-Coupled Device 
(CCD). It made the acquisition of images much more convenient and precise. 
However, in order to be able to produce science with CCDs, the instrumental 
footprint needs to be removed by acquiring a series of calibration images. The 
most important calibration images are the bias frames, the dark frames and the 
flat frames. The former two kinds of frames are additive factors that correct for 
electronic and dark current effects, the later is a multiplicative factor that aims 
at correcting differences in sensitivity between individual pixels,  vignetting 
problems and other gain factors. It is therefore crucial to obtain flat frames that 
remain constant to at least 1% [1]. In this work we describe how we proceed to 
automatically  acquire these frames by aiming at the twilight sky. 

Twilight Flat
There are typically two ways of taking flat frames: one way is to take dome flats 
when a bright lamp illuminates a screen inside the closed dome, another way is 
to aim the telescope at the twilight sky during the minutes right after the sunset 
or right before the sunrise. It is generally seen that sky flats offer a flatter more 
spatially uniform image and one doesn’t need a special lamp to illuminate the 
dome. The main disadvantage is that it is necessary to be very quick as timing is
critical if one needs to take a large number of frames for each photometric band,
hence the need of an algorithm.

Algorithm Description

Some routine operations of the APT2 telescope start at a given “twilight” angle 
which is defined as the angle of the sun from the zenith. For example, the sun 
sets or rises when twilight is equal to 90 degrees. Observations of astronomical 
objects occur while twilight > 100. Through some initial experimentation we 
concluded that the autoflat  algorithm should be started at twilight = 94 and 
should end when twilight = 98 (at sunrise autoflats are started at twilight=100).

Since the purpose of the routine is to take as many flat frames for each 
photometric band as possible in the interval twilight 94-98, the order in which 
the photometric bands are observed is important. It should also be noted that it 
is not possible to observe when twilight < 94 because the CCD saturates in all 
photometric bands and if twilight > 98 the exposure times start to increase 
beyond 30 seconds therefore it becomes hard to take sufficient numbers of 
frames, they can be affected by stars, they are noisier and also they start to 
interfere with the night time dedicated for science observations.

In order to optimize the procedure the algorithm behaves differently during the 
sunset and sunrise. Furthermore, it is crucial to observe the photometric bands 
in a certain order because the twilight sky has different brightness and color as it
darkens or brightens. Another restriction is the CCD shutter speed which 
prevents us from taking images below 3 seconds of exposure time. Also, we 
want good signal to noise so we aim for 20,000 counts out of the ~65,000 
possible before saturation (our CCDs are 16bit). In summary, the requirements 



are to take as many flat frames as possible for all 5 filters in order to have good 
statistics and be able to remove cosmic rays, stars, etc. The exposure times 
need to be between 3 and 20 seconds and the signal needs to be at least 20,000
counts. Below we describe with pseudocode and text the main steps taken by 
the routine.

FiltersArray = U, B, V, R, I
This was found to be the best order to observe during the sunset. For the 
sunrise, the order is inverted. When the sky is too bright, we use the U filter 
because it is the only one that doesn’t saturate. When the sky is too dark, either 
R or I are the filters that give the most counts for a given integration time.

IF sunset or sunrise
The routine is divided into two big blocks, one for the sunrise and one for the 
sunset. We thought hard about ways to avoid repeating code but in the end it 
was decided that for clarity it was better to have this sunset/sunrise separation.

IF summer
Throughout the year, the length of the twilight time changes. It was found that in
weeks around the summer solstice, we can take 8 frames per band whereas the 
rest of the days we can only take 7 (with the U9000 CCD).

TransmittanceArraySunset  = 3.86, 0.76, 1, 0.86, 0.71
TransmittanceArraySunrise = 3.89, 0.67, 1, 0.89, 0.78
After we finish observing the 7 or 8 frames of a photometric band, we move on 
to the next filter. The transmittance array allows us to guess the exposure time 
of the following filter. The numbers correspond to U,B,V,R,I filters respectively. 
For example, when changing the exposure time from V to R, we decrease the 
exposure time by a factor of 0.86 during the sunset or by 0.89 during the 
sunrise. Note that these ratios where found empirically and account dynamically 
for how the sky is brightening or darkening, hence the sunset/sunrise separation.
In all fairness, these values could be further refined and also account for 
seasonal variations between summer and winter but these values are only 
relevant for the first guess when changing filters and therefore this 
approximation has been found to be sufficient. We now enter the main routine 
which is divided in a sunset or sunrise version and is presented in the table 
below:

Sunset Sunrise

Change filter to U
Enter waiting loop
   Take image of 1 sec exptime
   Check counts in the center
As explained above, there are seasonal differences 
so even if twilight = 94, it is not guaranteed that 
we are not going to saturate the U flat frame. If it 
is saturated, we wait 2 minutes and retry. We leave
this loop when we can start observing the U filter.
Enter filter loop
  If U use the measured counts in
waiting loop to find appropriate 
exptime

Change filter to I
Enter first waiting loop
  Take image of 10 sec exptime
In this case we don’t risk saturation but rather 
underexposure. We wait 2 minutes and retry. We 
leave the loop when the sky is bright enough that 
we could take a flat frame in 30 seconds.
We enter second waiting loop
We now only wait 20 seconds, take a bias frame 
and re-try. We split the waiting loops because we 
found that we were taking too many bias frames 
waiting. Now we only take useful bias frames 
during the last phase of the wait.



  else guess exptime with 
transparency array 
  If exptime < 3 seconds
    Enter “still too bright” loop
 In this loop we wait 20 seconds and take a bias 
frame and retry. We leave the loop when exptime 
> 3 seconds.
 else skip this filter
If exptime is too long for this filter, we skip it as it 
is better to miss one filter that risk losing all of 
them due to long exposure times.

The end result of the above “LOOPS” and “IFs” is
to have the exptime between 3 and 20 seconds. 
Therefore we are finally ready to enter the loop 
that takes up to 7 or 8 frames for each band. In this
last loop, we predict the next exptime based on the
measured counts of the current frame. During this 
loop, we might need to abort and move on to the 
next filter if the exptime becomes too long. 
Sometimes the predicted exptime is larger than 20 
seconds but   we use 20 seconds at most, as long 
as the counts are greater than 15,000. If this is not 
possible, we move on to the next filter.

Enter filter loop
  If I use the measured counts in
waiting loop to find appropriate 
exptime
  else guess exptime with 
transparency array
  If exptime > 20 seconds
    Enter “still too dark” loop
 In this loop we wait 20 seconds and take a bias 
frame and retry until exptime becomes acceptable.
 else skip this filter
If exptime is too short we skip this filter because 
the sky is already too bright.

As with the sunset version, once we get here we 
are ready to take up to 7 or 8 frames for this band. 
We measure the counts and predict the next 
exptime. If the prediction is shorter than 3 seconds
we check if we can observe at 3 seconds without 
exceeding 50,000 counts, if not we move on to the 
next filter.

Results

The current version of the routine was 
implemented back in July 2013. We can 
demonstrate if it has been successful in
providing large number of flats for all 
the photometric bands for each 
observing night with adequate 
exposure times and with good signal-to-
noise. In Fig. 1 we present histograms 
of the number of frames in each 
photometric band for sunset and 
sunrise twilight separately. We also note
that when the algorithm was first 
designed, we only had the KAF-09000 
CCD (hereafter U9000). Since then we 
have a better and more sensitive CCD, 
the ASPEN CG240. Therefore the 
number of flats has also increased due 
to the change of CCD. In Fig. 2 we 
present the results with the ASPEN.

Fig. 1. Histogram for the number of flat frames 
taken during the sunset and sunrise for a given 
observation day. CCD is KAF-09000.



In the presented histograms of Fig. 1 we can see it peaks at 7 and 8. We get 7 or 
8 frames during the sunset/sunrise for a total of ~14 frames per band per 
observation night. This is more than sufficient for statistically finding a median 
flat, removing stellar trails and cosmic rays. For the I band during the sunrise we 
get more frames than the planned 7/8 because the routine is launched first at 
twilight 100, whereas at sunset the routine is stopped at twilight ~98. Also the U
band peaks at larger number of frames because it is the last band observed and 
in the end it is the only frame that the CCD can observe without saturation.

Fig. 2. Same as Fig 1 but for the Aspen CG230 
CCD.

For the Aspen CG230 the situation is 
even better (Fig. 2). Since this CCD is 
more sensitive, in general we get more 
frames for each photometric band. 
Again the U and I peaks are shifted 
towards higher numbers during the 
sunrise for the same reasons as 
explained above.
It might seem that this is a very large 
number of flat frames but it should be 
considered that sometimes the APT2 
telescope can miss the beginning or 
end of the night due to bad weather, 
therefore it is useful to have at least 7 
flat frames at the end of the night to 
produce the required superflats. Also, 
since APT2 takes the flat frames aiming 
at a fixed position of the sky (elevation 
60 deg, azimuth 180 deg) the moon can
also contaminate a whole series of flat 
frames, so it is therefore useful to have 
at least 7/8 on either the sunrise/sunset
twilight.

Another important aspect of the flat frames is the number of counts acquired in 
each frame. Since flat frames constitute a multiplicative factor in the reduction 
process, they need to have good signal. For example, the IRAF manual 
recommends at least 10,000 counts [2]. In Fig. 3 we present histograms of the 
median value in a box around the center for both the U9000 and the Aspen 
CG230 CCDs. The overscan region was subtracted in the same way it is done at 
the telescope in the algorithm. As we can see, on both sensors we get about 
20,000 ADUs which is what the algorithm is designed to do. The histogram peak 
is thick with values in the range 17,000 to 22000. As it was explained above, 
sometimes the last frames taken for a given band would require more than 20 
seconds, however we force the time to be a maximum of 20 seconds if we would
still get more than 15,000 counts. On the other side of the histogram peak, when
the sky is brightening during the sunrise, sometimes the routine wants to expose
for less than 3 seconds for a given band. 



Fig. 3. Histogram of the median values in ADUs

We avoid this due to the shutter speed 
and  force it to be 3 seconds provided 
that the number of counts does not 
exceed 50,000 counts. The spread is 
also expected because the sky 
brightness changes very rapidly, so the 
routine guesses an exposure time 
based on the last image acquired but, 
by the time we expose the image, the 
sky has already changed. The change is
in opposite directions during the sunrise
and sunset twilight hence the wide 
range of values around 20,000. 
However, these results show that we 
have surpassed the suggested value of 
10,000 counts. 

The last requisite was the exposure 
time. The histogram is presented in Fig.
4. As we can see, the range of exposure
times is limited to the range 3 to ~20 
seconds. The lower limit is imposed by 
the shutter speed of our sensors. We 
also want to avoid higher exposure 
times to limit the effect of eventual star
trails and to keep noise levels low. This 
is particularly important with the U9000
sensor for which the routine was 
designed as it is a front illuminated 
sensor that suffers from RBI (residual 
bulk image). With this kind of sensor it 
is necessary to pre-flash the sensor and
therefore the noise drastically increases
with exposure time.

Fig. 4. Histogram of the exposure times.



Possible improvements

When the routine was first written, we had to come up with empirical guesses for 
how the sky brightness changes with time at SLN. In principle these guesses are 
no longer necessary since we have now acquired a lot of data with both of our 
sensors. For example, in Fig. 5 we present the counts/sec in the U band 
throughout the year (as represented by the Sun RA) and as a function of the 
twilight angle. With this data it should be possible to know beforehand the 
exposure time needed for a given twilight angle to achieve the required 20,000 
counts. This would be an advantage when the telescope is launched a bit late.

Another improvement would be to aim the telescope to cataloged dark zones of 
the sky in order to avoid bright star trails. On the same token, if the moon is too 
close, one could point the telescope far away from the sun and moon to avoid 
contaminating a whole series of flat frames. One final critical improvement would 
be to implement taking flats when one of the 2 neutral filters is going to be used 
during the night. These filters are used when very bright stars are observed and it
is necessary to attenuate the light. In that case it would be necessary to dedicate 
either the sunset or twilight flats to observing all 5 filters with the neutral filter 
on.

Fig. 5. Counts per second in the U 
band throughout the year (Sun RA) 
and as a function of twilight angle.

Conclusions

In this work we presented an algorithm to automatically take as many flat field 
frames as possible of sufficient signal-to-noise automatically by aiming at the 
twilight sky. The algorithm was implemented in Visual Basic and has been running
since July 2013. So far we have taken over 25,000 flat frame images. Histograms 
were presented showing the success of the routine. 
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Appendix
For completeness we reproduce the algorithm written in Visual Basic (low-level 
subroutines that control the CCD and filter wheel were written by Pietro Bruno).

Function AutomaticFlatsPro() As Boolean
'Automatic flats Pro by RZS

Const ExpTimeMin As Integer = 3
Const ExpTimeMax As Integer = 20
Const ExpTestTramonto As Integer = 1
Const ExpTestAlba As Integer = 10
Const SaturationLevel As Single = 65000#
Const FlatGoodValT As Single = 21000#   'account for sky darkening
Const FlatGoodValA As Single = 19000#   'account for sky brightening
Const FlatMaxVal As Single = 50000#   'maximum flux tolerated
Const FlatMinVal As Single = 15000#   'minimum flux tolerated
Const NmaxBias As Integer = 1

Dim TmT As Variant, TmA As Variant, Fl As Variant
Dim Ffrom As Integer, Fto As Integer, Fstep As Integer, Fhour As Integer
Dim PxCounts As Single, PxOverscan As Single     ' PxOverscan
Dim ExpTm As Single, ExpTmRnd As Single
Dim ix As Integer, IxRep As Integer
Dim NmaxFilterA As Integer
Dim NmaxFilterT As Integer
Dim Dia As Integer

  Fl = Array("U", "B", "V", "R", "I", "NT", "Free")

  AutomaticFlatsPro = False

  MessageOut "  AutoFlags procedure Version=130707", 1, True
  ' First thing is to find out if fine or inizio notte
  Fhour = Hour(Time)
  If Fhour < 12 Then  ' fine notte
    Ffrom = 4
    Fto = 0
    Fstep = -1
  Else                ' inizio notte
    Ffrom = 0
    Fto = 4
    Fstep = 1
  End If

  'What day of the year? Sometimes the sky allows 8 flats per filter
  '   sometimes only 7.
  Dia = DatePart("y", Now)      'Day of year, 1 to 366 (a "Julian" date)
  'If (Dia > 125 and Dia < 218 ) Then    'between ~ May 6 and ~ August 6
  If (Dia > 150 And Dia < 193) Then     'between ~ Jun 1 and ~ July 10
      NmaxFilterA = 8
      NmaxFilterT = 8
                 ' U     B    V    R     I    NT  Free
      TmA = Array(3.86, 0.74, 1#, 0.86, 0.71, 4#, 0.25)    'effective transmitance for alba
      TmT = Array(3.89, 0.67, 1#, 0.89, 0.78, 4#, 0.25)  'effective transmitance for tramonto
  Else
      NmaxFilterA = 7
      NmaxFilterT = 7
                 ' U     B    V    R     I    NT  Free
      TmA = Array(3.86, 0.74, 1#, 0.86, 0.71, 4#, 0.25)    'effective transmitance for alba
      TmT = Array(3.89, 0.67, 1#, 0.89, 0.78, 4#, 0.25)  'effective transmitance for tramonto
  End If

  ' init filters wheel
  If WheelInitialized = False Then Call MainForm.Command34_Click ' init delle ruote
  MainForm.Option10(1).Value = True ' set Flat
  MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(1)

  If (Fstep > 0) Then ' inizio notte
    MainForm.Option33(0).Value = True ' imposta filtro U
    Call MainForm.Command33_Click ' go to filter position

    MainForm.Check3.Value = 0 ' set autosave Off
    MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestTramonto)  'set tempo di esposizione
    Call SWait(5)  ' wait a little for options to be set
    MessageOut " ->Start test image U. T=" + Str(ExpTestTramonto), 1, True
    Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
    PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    '32) MeanValue Pix central box
    PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
    If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
        MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
        PxOverscan = 0          ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
    End If

    While (PxCounts >= SaturationLevel)    'Wait inside the routine until images are not saturated
        MessageOut " ->Saturation! still too early, waiting 2 minutes...", 1, True
        Call SWait(109)      'wait here ~2 minutes 109 + 11 (image below) = 120
        MessageOut " ->Start test image U. T=" + Str(ExpTestTramonto), 1, True
        Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
        PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    '32) MeanValue Pix central box
        PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
        If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
            MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True



            PxOverscan = 0          ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
        End If
        If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
          MessageOut " Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
          StopSequence = False
          Exit Function
        End If
    Wend

    If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
      MessageOut " Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
      StopSequence = False
      Exit Function
    End If
    MessageOut " Sky is good enough for U filter: " + Str(PxCounts), 1, True

    MainForm.Check3.Value = 1 ' set autosave On
    MainForm.Option10(1).Value = True ' set Flat
    MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(1)
    Call SWait(1)  ' wait a little for options to be set

    ' Main Loop
    For ix = Ffrom To Fto Step Fstep
        MainForm.Option33(ix).Value = True ' imposta filtro
        Call MainForm.Command33_Click ' go to filter position
        Call SWait(3)  ' wait a little for options to be set

        If (ix > 0) Then     'Filtro B V R I: guess ExpTm based on transparency array
            ExpTm = Int(ExpTm * TmT(ix) / TmT(ix - 1) * 10) / 10
            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
            MessageOut "" + Fl(ix) + " Guessed = " + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
            ' *** Be more tolerant like with alba
            If (ExpTm > ExpTimeMax) Then     'Force exptime to be ExpTimeMax if acceptable
                MessageOut "" + " Checking if T=20s is acceptable." + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                If (ExpTimeMax * FlatGoodValT / ExpTm >= FlatMinVal) Then
                    ExpTm = ExpTimeMax
                    ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                    MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Forcing T =" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                End If
            End If

        Else                 ' If U, then use previous tramonto test
            ExpTm = Int((ExpTestTramonto * 10) * (FlatGoodValT / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10  'normalize
            If (ExpTm < 0.5) Then ExpTm = ExpTestTramonto
            MessageOut "" + Fl(ix) + " Normalized = " + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
        End If

        If (ExpTm <= ExpTimeMax) Then
            While (ExpTm < ExpTimeMin)    'Lets wait and take a bias frame to consume time
                MessageOut " ->Still too early, waiting... t=" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                Call SWait(20)            'wait here 20 seconds, then do 1 bias and re-try
                MainForm.Option10(2).Value = True ' set bias
                MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(2)
                MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(0)  'set tempo di esposizione
                Call SWait(1)  ' wait a little for options to be set
                For IxRep = 1 To NmaxBias
                    Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start
                    Call SWait(1)
                    MessageOut "" + Str(IxRep) + " Bias Mean pixel value = " + ReadCameraReport(32), 1, True
                    If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
                      MessageOut "Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
                      StopSequence = False
                      Exit Function
                    End If
                Next IxRep

                MainForm.Option10(1).Value = True ' re-set Flat
                MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(1)

                MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTm)  'set tempo di esposizione
                Call SWait(1)  ' wait a little for options to be set
                Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
                PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    '32) MeanValue Pix central box
                PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                    MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                    PxOverscan = 0          ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                End If
                If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                    ExpTm = Int((ExpTm * 10) * (FlatGoodValT / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10      'normalize
                    ExpTmRnd = ExpTm     'round later once I find the right Tm array
                Else
                    ExpTm = ExpTimeMin / 3#  'make sure it doesn't leave while
                    MessageOut " Unexpected saturation... keep doing bias", 1, True
                End If
                If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
                  MessageOut " Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
                  StopSequence = False
                  Exit Function
                End If
            Wend
            'Take NmaxFilterT consecutive frames
            For IxRep = 1 To NmaxFilterT
                ' try with exptime = ExptimeMax and see if it is at least 15000
                If (ExpTm > ExpTimeMax) Then     'Force exptime to be ExpTimeMax if acceptable



                    MessageOut "" + Str(IxRep) + " Checking if T=20s is acceptable." + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                    If (ExpTimeMax * FlatGoodValT / ExpTm >= FlatMinVal) Then
                        ExpTm = ExpTimeMax
                        ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                        MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Forcing T =" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                    End If
                End If

                If (ExpTm <= ExpTimeMax) Then   'Check again, it might be too late
                    MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTmRnd)  'set tempo di esposizione
                    MessageOut " " + Str(IxRep) + Fl(ix) + " Filter acqTime = " + Str(ExpTm) + " -> " + Str(ExpTmRnd),
1, True
                    Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start
                    Call SWait(1)
                    MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Mean pixel value = " + ReadCameraReport(32), 1, True
                    ' normalizziamo i tempi di esposizione
                    PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31)) '32)MeanValue Pix central box
                    PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                    If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                        MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                        PxOverscan = 0          ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                    End If
                    If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                        ExpTm = ExpTmRnd * FlatGoodValT / (PxCounts - PxOverscan)    '
                        ExpTmRnd = Round(ExpTm) 'round it
                    Else
                        ' Deal with a possible bad guess:
                        MessageOut " Unexpected Saturation. ", 1, True
                        If (IxRep = 1) Then     'if value coming from guess try again
                            MessageOut " Check if bad guess: try again with 1 second", 1, True
                            MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestTramonto)  'set tempo di esposizione
                            Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start
                            Call SWait(1)
                            MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Mean pixel value = " + ReadCameraReport(32), 1, True
                            ' normalizziamo i tempi di esposizione
                            PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31)) '32)MeanValue Pix central box
                            PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                            If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                                MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                                PxOverscan = 0          ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                            End If
                            If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                                ExpTm = ExpTestTramonto * FlatGoodValT / (PxCounts - PxOverscan)
                                ExpTmRnd = Round(ExpTm)   'might be good floor function. testing
                            Else
                                MessageOut " Saturation even with 1 sec. Moving on... ", 1, True
                                ExpTm = ExpTimeMin * 0.99 'Skip this filter but allow ExpTm>3 for
                                                          ' next filter
                                ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                            End If
                        Else
                            MessageOut " Saturation. Moving on... ", 1, True
                            ExpTm = ExpTimeMin * 0.99 'Skip this filter but allow ExpTm>3 for
                                                      ' next filter
                            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                        End If

                    End If

                Else
                    MessageOut "" + Fl(ix) + "Aborting this filter... moving on:" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                    Exit For

                End If
                If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
                  MessageOut "Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
                  StopSequence = False
                  Exit Function
                End If
            Next IxRep
            MessageOut "" + Fl(ix) + ": Successfully finished filter. Last normalized exptime:" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
        Else
            MessageOut "" + Fl(ix) + "Skipping... too late:" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
        End If

    Next ix
    MessageOut "" + "Finished with all filters.", 1, True

  Else              ' fine notte ############################################
    MainForm.Option33(4).Value = True ' imposta filtro I
    Call MainForm.Command33_Click ' go to filter position

    MainForm.Check3.Value = 0 ' set autosave Off
    MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestAlba)  'set tempo di esposizione
    Call SWait(5)  ' wait a little for options to be set
    MessageOut " ->Start test image I. T=" + Str(ExpTestAlba), 1, True
    Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
    PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    ' 32) MeanValue Pix central box
    PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
    If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
        MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
        PxOverscan = 0          ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
    End If
    If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
        ExpTm = Int((ExpTestAlba * 10) * (FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10  'normalize



        ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
    Else
        MessageOut " Saturation. Sky too bright for I:" + Str(PxCounts), 1, True
        MessageOut " Retry with exptime=" + Str(ExpTestTramonto), 1, True
        MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestTramonto)  'set tempo di esposizione
        Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
        PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    ' 32) MeanValue Pix central box
        PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
        If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
            MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
            PxOverscan = 0         ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
        End If
        If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
            ExpTm = Int((ExpTestTramonto * 10) * (FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10  'normalize
            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
        Else
            MessageOut " Saturation. Sky too bright for I:" + Str(PxCounts), 1, True
            MessageOut " Nothing can be done, please make me stop.", 1, True
            Call SWait(1)  ' aspettiamo 1 second
            AutomaticFlatsPro = True
            Exit Function
        End If
    End If

    While (ExpTm > ExpTimeMax * 1.5)    'Wait inside the routine until sky brightens enough
        MessageOut " Wait (2 min.) for AutoFlats, sky too dark: t=" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
        Call SWait(109)      'wait here ~2 minutes 109 + 11 (image below) = 120
        MessageOut " ->Start test image I. T=" + Str(ExpTestAlba), 1, True
        Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
        PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    '32) MeanValue Pix central box
        PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
        If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
            MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
            PxOverscan = 0         ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
        End If

        If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
            ExpTm = Int((ExpTestAlba * 10) * (FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10  'normalize
            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
        Else
            MessageOut " Saturation. Sky too bright for I. Waited too long!?" + Str(PxCounts), 1, True
            MessageOut " Retry with exptime=" + Str(ExpTestTramonto), 1, True
            MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestTramonto)  'set tempo di esposizione
            Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
            PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    ' 32) MeanValue Pix central box
            PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
            If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                PxOverscan = 0         ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
            End If
            If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                ExpTm = Int((ExpTestTramonto * 10) * (FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10  'normalize
                ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
            Else
                MessageOut " Saturation. Sky too bright for I:" + Str(PxCounts), 1, True
                MessageOut " Nothing can be done, please make me stop.", 1, True
                Call SWait(1)  ' aspettiamo 1 second
                AutomaticFlatsPro = True
                Exit Function
            End If
        End If

        If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
          MessageOut " Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
          StopSequence = False
          Exit Function
        End If
    Wend

    If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
      MessageOut "Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
      StopSequence = False
      Exit Function
    End If
    MessageOut " Sky is good enough for I filter: " + Str(PxCounts) + " t=" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True

    MainForm.Check3.Value = 1 ' set autosave On
    MainForm.Option10(1).Value = True ' set Flat
    MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(1)
    Call SWait(1)  ' wait a little for options to be set

    ' Main Loop
    For ix = Ffrom To Fto Step Fstep
        MainForm.Option33(ix).Value = True ' imposta filtro
        Call MainForm.Command33_Click ' go to filter position
        Call SWait(3)  ' wait a little for options to be set

        If (ix < 4) Then     'Filtro R V B U: guess ExpTm with transparency array
            ExpTm = Int(ExpTm * TmA(ix) / TmA(ix + 1) * 10) / 10
            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
            MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Guessed = " + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
            ' try with exptime = 3 and see if it is less than 50000
            If (ExpTm < ExpTimeMin) Then     'Force exptime to be 3 if acceptable
                MessageOut "" + " Checking if T=3s is acceptable." + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                If (ExpTimeMin * FlatGoodValA / ExpTm <= FlatMaxVal) Then
                    ExpTm = ExpTimeMin



                    ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                    MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Forcing T =" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                End If
            End If
        Else                 ' If I, then use previous alba test. (Normalized above)
            MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Normalized = " + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
        End If

        If (ExpTm >= ExpTimeMin) Then
            While (ExpTm > ExpTimeMax)   'Lets wait and take a bias frame to consume time
                MessageOut " Still too dark: t=" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                Call SWait(20)            'wait here 20 seconds, then do 1 bias and re-try
                MainForm.Option10(2).Value = True ' set bias
                MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(2)
                MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(0)  'set tempo di esposizione
                Call SWait(1)  ' wait a little for options to be set
                For IxRep = 1 To NmaxBias
                    Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start
                    Call SWait(1)
                    MessageOut "" + Str(IxRep) + " Bias Mean pixel value = " + ReadCameraReport(32), 1, True
                    If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
                      MessageOut "Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
                      StopSequence = False
                      Exit Function
                    End If
                Next IxRep

                MainForm.Option10(1).Value = True ' re-set Flat
                MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(1)

                MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestAlba)  'set tempo di esposizione
                Call SWait(1)  ' wait a little for options to be set
                Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start   test image
                PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31))    '32) MeanValue Pix central box
                PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                    MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                    PxOverscan = 0         ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                End If
                If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                    ExpTm = Int((ExpTestAlba * 10) * (FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan))) / 10      'normalize
                    ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                Else
                    ExpTm = ExpTimeMin * 0.99 'Leave While, filter will be skipped below
                                ' After switching to next filter this should be
                                ' above 3 and at least one image will be taken
                    ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                    MessageOut " Unexpected saturation. Moving on " + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                End If
                If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
                  MessageOut "Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
                  StopSequence = False
                  Exit Function
                End If
            Wend
            'Take NmaxFilterA consecutive frames
            For IxRep = 1 To NmaxFilterA
                ' try with exptime = 3 and see if it is less than 50000
                If (ExpTm < ExpTimeMin) Then     '
                    MessageOut "" + " Checking if T=3s is acceptable." + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                    If (ExpTimeMin * FlatGoodValA / ExpTm <= FlatMaxVal) Then
                        ExpTm = ExpTimeMin
                        ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                        MessageOut "" + Fl(ix) + " Forcing T = " + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                    End If
                End If

                If (ExpTm >= ExpTimeMin) Then   'Check again, it might be too late
                    MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTmRnd)  'set tempo di esposizione
                    MessageOut " " + Str(IxRep) + Fl(ix) + " Filter acqTime = " + Str(ExpTm) + " -> " + Str(ExpTmRnd),
1, True
                    Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start
                    Call SWait(1)
                    MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Mean pixel value = " + ReadCameraReport(32), 1, True
                    ' normalizziamo i tempi di esposizione
                    PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31)) '32)MeanValue Pix central box
                    PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                    If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                        MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                        PxOverscan = 0         ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                    End If
                    If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                        ExpTm = ExpTmRnd * FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan)
                        ExpTmRnd = Round(ExpTm)   'round it
                    Else
                        ' Deal with a possible bad guess:
                        MessageOut " Unexpected Saturation. ", 1, True
                        If (IxRep = 1) Then     'if value coming from guess try again
                            MessageOut " Check if bad guess: try with 1 second", 1, True
                            MainForm.Text3.Text = Str(ExpTestTramonto)  'set tempo di esposizione
                            Call MainForm.Command11_Click ' start
                            Call SWait(1)
                            MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Mean pixel value = " + ReadCameraReport(32), 1, True
                            ' normalizziamo i tempi di esposizione
                            PxCounts = Val(ExtractData(31)) '32)MeanValue Pix central box
                            PxOverscan = Val(ExtractData(35))  ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue



                            If (PxOverscan >= PxCounts) Then       ' check that overscan is not larger than pxcounts
                                MessageOut " Overscan is larger than PxCounts. Forcing it to be 0", 1, True
                                PxOverscan = 0         ' 36) Overscan Pix MeanValue
                            End If
                            If (PxCounts < SaturationLevel) Then
                                ExpTm = ExpTestTramonto * FlatGoodValA / (PxCounts - PxOverscan)
                                ExpTmRnd = Round(ExpTm)   'might be good floor function. testing
                            Else
                                MessageOut " Saturation even with 1 sec. Moving on... ", 1, True
                                ExpTm = ExpTimeMin * 0.99 'Skip this filter but allow ExpTm>3 for
                                                          ' next filter
                                ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                            End If
                        Else
                            MessageOut " Saturation. Moving on... ", 1, True
                            ExpTm = ExpTimeMin * 0.99 'Skip this filter but allow ExpTm>3 for
                                                      ' next filter
                            ExpTmRnd = ExpTm
                        End If

                    End If
                Else
                    MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Exptime too short, skipping filter t=" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
                    Exit For

                End If
                If StopSequence = True Then      ' chance to abort
                  MessageOut "Aborted sequence while in Autoflats", 1, True
                  StopSequence = False
                  Exit Function
                End If
            Next IxRep
            MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Successfully finished this filter. Last exptime:" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True

        Else
            MessageOut " " + Fl(ix) + " Too bright for this filter, skipping it:" + Str(ExpTm), 1, True
        End If

    Next ix
    MessageOut "" + "Finished with all filters.", 1, True

  End If

  MainForm.Option10(0).Value = True ' set object
  MainForm.Text11.Text = ObjType(0)
  MessageOut "  End AutoFlags procedure Version=130707", 1, True
  AutomaticFlatsPro = True

End Function


